Holmes, William R. and William B. Levy. Quantifying the role of Lomo 1973). Its induction there is thought to depend on inhibition in associative long-term potentiation in dentate granule cells calcium influx through N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) rewith computational models. J. Neurophysiol. 78: 103-116, 1997. In ceptor channels (see Malenka and Nicoll 1993 for a review). the dentate gyrus, coactivation of a mildly strong ipsilateral perforant Whether or not LTP is induced at a particular synapse depath (pp) input with a weak contralateral pp input will not induce pends on whether the synapse is activated concurrently with associative long-term potentiation in the weak input path unless both a sufficient number of other synapses to produce a voltage inputs project to the same part of the molecular layer. This ''spatial change that will relieve the magnesium block of the NMDA convergence requirement'' is thought to arise from either voltage attenureceptor channels. The voltage change at the synapse is deation between input locations or inhibition. Simulations with a detailed model of a dentate granule cell were performed to rule out voltage termined by the electrotonic structure of the dendritic tree attenuation and to quantify the inhibition necessary to obtain the spatial and the number and locations of coactivated excitatory and convergence requirement. Strong lateral and weak medial or strong inhibitory inputs. medial and weak lateral pp input were activated eight times at 400 Hz.
In the dentate there is a spatial convergence requirement Calcium current through N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor channels and for the induction of associative LTP. Inputs to the dentate subsequent changes in calcium concentration and the concentration of from the perforant path (pp) terminate in a strict laminar calmodulin bound with four calcium ions ]) in the spine head arrangement: lateral pp fibers terminate in the distal third of were computed for a medial and a lateral pp synapse. To satisfy the the molecular layer, whereas medial pp fibers terminate in spatial convergence requirement, peak ] had to be much larger the middle third. Taking advantage of this arrangement, in the strongly activated path synapse than in the weakly activated path synapse. With no inhibition in the model, differences in peak [Cal- White et al. (1988 White et al. ( , 1990 showed that mildly strong activaCa 4 ] at the two synapses were small, ruling out voltage attenuation as tion of the ipsilateral pp provides the postsynaptic excitation the explanation of the spatial convergence requirement. However, with needed for associative LTP of a coactivated weak contralatshunting inhibition, modeled by reducing membrane resistivity to 1,600 eral pp input when both inputs project to the same part of V cm 2 in the distal two-thirds of the dendritic tree, peak ] was the molecular layer. When strong and weak inputs project 3-5 times larger in the strongly activated path synapse than in the to nonoverlapping dendritic domains, associative LTP of the weakly activated path synapse. The magnitude of shunting inhibition weak input pathway does not occur. was varied to determine the level that maximized this difference in This spatial convergence requirement can be explained if peak ]. For strong lateral and weak medial pp input, the optimal level was one that prevented the cell from firing an action the voltage changes experienced by synapses in nonoverlappotential. For strong medial and weak lateral pp input, the optimal level ping dendritic areas are very different, but it is not clear was one at which the cell fired two action potentials. The distribution how such a difference arises. Voltage differences might ocof shunting inhibition that best satisfied the spatial convergence require-cur because of voltage attenuation along the electrotonic ment was inhibition on the distal two-thirds of the dendritic tree with distance between input locations. However, simulations sugor without inhibition at the soma, with inhibition stronger in the distal gest that this does not explain the spatial convergence rethird than in the middle third. It was estimated that the number of quirement (Yousukhno et al. 1996) . Voltage differences can inhibitory synapses involved in the shunting inhibition should be 25-also occur if inhibition is activated and this inhibition shunts 50% of the number of excitatory synapses activated by the eight-pulse, 400-Hz tetanus. This number could be 20-50% of the total number the dendritic depolarization and limits its spread to adjacent of inhibitory synapses in the distal two-thirds of the dendritic tree. The regions. Use of blockers of inhibition supports this explanaaddition of a single inhibitory synapse on a dendrite had a significant tion (Tomasulo et al. 1993; Zhang and Levy 1993) , but the effect on peak spine head ] in nearby spines. Inhibitory syn-location and strength of this hypothesized inhibition has not apses had to be activated four or more times at 100 Hz for effective been determined.
shunting to take place, and the inhibition had to begin no later than Inhibition in dentate granule cells occurs largely as the 2-5 ms after the first excitatory input. The results suggest that inhibition result of activation of a g-aminobutyric acid-A (GABA A )-can isolate potentiated synapses to particular dendritic domains and that receptor-mediated conductance. This type of inhibition is the location of activated inhibitory synapses may affect potentiation of individual synapses on individual dendrites. called shunting inhibition because the reversal potential for this conductance is close to or (depending on the preparation) positive to the resting membrane potential. Conse-
I N T R O D U C T I O N
quently, it can have little or no effect on membrane potential or in some cases it can be depolarizing. Even when the Long-term potentiation (LTP) is a modification of synaptic strength first reported in the dentate gyrus (Bliss and conductance is depolarizing, it is still considered inhibitory dritic spines, and an inhibitory GABA A conductance was modeled because the reversal potential is below the threshold for on dendritic shafts and at the soma. action potential generation. The depolarizing effects of excitatory input are reduced because this conductance effectively EXCITATORY SYNAPTIC CONDUCTANCES. The non-NMDA and NMDA conductances were determined from a model of glutamate reduces the membrane resistivity (R m ) and shunts the excitrelease, diffusion, uptake, and binding in the synaptic cleft (Holmes atory current. Shunting inhibition is most effective when it 1995). Two thousand glutamate molecules were released into the is large, when it is located close to the excitatory input, and cleft, and there were 64 non-NMDA receptors and 19 NMDA when its time course overlaps that of the excitatory input receptors at the synapse. The binding scheme and parameter values conductance.
used in the simulations for non-NMDA receptors were taken from
In the present study simulations were performed with a Jonas et al. (1993) highly detailed model of a dentate granule cell to quantify the numbers and locations of inhibitory synapses necessary to obtain the spatial convergence requirement. These simulations show that a distribution of strong inhibition restricted to the distal two-thirds of the dendritic tree (with or without inhibition on the soma) accounts best for the lack of an associative interaction between weak and strong inputs applied to different parts of the dendritic tree. The results sug- 
Cell used in the simulations
The detailed morphology of the dentate granule cell used in the simulations (Fig. 1 ) and the simulation procedures are the same as given in Holmes and Levy (1990a, 1994) , with differences noted below. Dendritic lengths and diameters were quantified by N. L. Desmond. For modeling purposes, the dendrites were divided into segments õ40 mm long depending on how frequently the diameter changed. Spines were included implicitly by reducing R m where the notation is the same as for the non-NMDA binding and increasing membrane capacity according to the proportion of scheme. These rate constants were determined by fitting steadytotal membrane area due to spines (Rall et al. 1992 ). However, state or transient solutions of the differential equations associated spines with synapses that were activated were modeled explicitly. with Eq. 2 to data given by Sather et al. (1992) . Their distribution was uniform over the distal two-thirds of the The numbers of open non-NMDA and NMDA channels were dendritic tree. R m was 40,000 V cm 2 , axial resistivity was 210 V precomputed with the synapse model (Holmes 1995) for a specicm, and membrane capacity was 1.0 mF/cm 2 . The cell's input fied time interval and a given frequency of glutamate release and resistance measured at the soma was 240 MV and the membrane loaded into tables within the simulation program. The number of time constant was 40 ms, consistent with measured values (Sprus-open channels was multiplied by the single-channel conductance ton and Johnston 1992; Staley et al. 1992) . The resting potential (8 pS for non-NMDA and 50 pS for NMDA) to get the synaptic was assumed to be 070 mV.
conductance. The NMDA-receptor-mediated conductance value Unlike in our earlier model (Holmes and Levy 1990a), voltage-was reduced by magnesium block with use of the block function dependent conductances were included at the soma, in an axon, given by Ascher and Nowak (1988) as described previously and with decreasing densities on the first 60 mm of proximal den-(Holmes and Levy 1990a). The reversal potential was 0 mV for drites. Ionic conductances included a fast sodium conductance, a both conductances. fast potassium conductance, a calcium conductance, and a calcium-INHIBITORY SYNAPTIC CONDUCTANCE. Parameters for the independent potassium conductance. The kinetic descriptions used hibitory synaptic conductance were chosen to be consistent with were those given by Yuen and Durand (1991) for dentate granule the data of DeKoninck and Mody (1994) and Otis and Mody cells except that the voltage activation and inactivation curves were (1992) for GABA A synapses in dentate granule cells. The kinetic shifted by 16 mV for sodium, 16 mV for potassium, and 6 mV for scheme used was calcium, and the calcium dependence of the calcium-dependent potassium conductance was shifted by 12 (the 10 multiplying the log term in the Yuen and Durand kinetics became 22). These shifts
4.72
were made to enable the threshold for action potential generation in the model to lie between 049 and 055 mV as determined experi-where AR and AR* are the bound and open states of the receptor mentally (McNaughton et al. 1981; Staley et al. 1992) . Maximum and the rate constants are given in ms 01 . This rate scheme assumes conductance values were chosen to give an action potential with that GABA binds quickly to give a certain number of receptors in a time course similar to that observed experimentally and to give the AR state and then, after unbinding, does not rebind (there is a stable resting potential ( over a large range of were tested (100-10,000 V cm 2 ) to get an When an inhibitory synapse is first activated, AR(0) is assumed idea of where the spatial convergence requirement might be satisto be 60 bound receptors and AR*(0) is zero. For each subsequent fied. Additional R m values over a narrower range were tested to activation the conductance time variable t is reset to zero and quantify more accurately the amount of shunting inhibition needed. the number of receptors in the bound state is increased by 60 0 The R m values that gave results most consistent with the spatial AR(t) 0 AR*(t) receptors. This ensures that the total number of convergence requirement were used to estimate the number of receptors in the bound and open states does not exceed 60, i.e., inhibitory synapses activated and their frequency of activation. For there is receptor saturation for the GABA synapse. This kinetic a fixed frequency of activation the number of activated inhibitory scheme does not include receptor desensitization. The conductance synapses, N, was computed as was computed by multiplying the number of channels in the open
state by 28 pS, the single-channel conductance (DeKoninck and Mody 1994). The reversal potential was assumed to be 070 mV where R m target is the target R m for a particular level of shunting inhibition (e.g., 2,000 V cm 2 ), R m is 40,000 V cm 2 , A is the was modeled as the activation of 1-336 synapses on the distal third J820-6 / 9k16$$jy10 08-05-97 13:23:28 neupa LP-Neurophys of the dendritic tree, whereas medial pp stimulation was modeled as
the activation of 1-360 synapses in the middle third of the dendritic tree. These pathways were activated eight times at 400 Hz. The
dendritic locations of activated synapses are shown in Fig. 1 .
Inhibitory synapses were modeled on dendritic shafts and at the soma. These synapses were activated at 100 Hz, with the number (8) of activated synapses being determined by Eq. 5. Although there may be direct pp inhibitory connections to dentate granule cells,
it was assumed that most inhibition came from interneurons activated by pp input. Consequently, inhibitory synapses were acti-d [Cal-Ca] 
vated after a short delay following excitatory synapse activation. The times of activation began at 2, 5, 7, and 10 ms for 100-Hz
activation, with equal numbers activated at the different starting times. The group with activation beginning at 10 ms sometimes d 
had an additional activation at 5 ms.
The structure of the spine model is the same as given previously (Holmes 1990; Holmes and Levy 1990a) . The spine head was divided into four compartments, with the two compartments closest
to the spine tip being 50 nm thick. The spine neck was divided into 4 compartments, and 12 compartments were used to represent
In the first equation above, D is the calcium diffusion coefficient the dendrite. The spine head was 0.55 1 0.55 mm and the neck (0.6 mm 2 /ms), (A/d) i, j is the coupling coefficient between comwas 0.1 1 0.73 mm. Calcium concentration in each compartment partments i and j, V i is volume, kp i is the pump rate (1. synapses in the middle third of the dendritic tree, whereas a strong lateral pp input was modeled as activation of 48-whereas binding to the fast buffer was simply 192 excitatory synapses in the distal third of the dendritic tree. Weak inputs were modeled as the activation of single
0.5 0.5
synapses. There was no inhibition in this set of simulations. As in Yousukhno et al. (1996) calcium. If the voltage attenuation along the electrotonic Consequently, six equations were solved over time for each distance between the medial and lateral pp synapses can compartment (i is the subscript for compartment i) explain the spatial convergence requirement, then peak [CalCa 4 ] should be very different in the two spine heads.
With strong medial and weak lateral pp conditioning stim-
ulation, ] was nearly the same at the medial pp spine head and the lateral pp spine head, as shown in Fig.   0 
08-05-97 13:23:28 neupa LP-Neurophys activation peak [Ca 2/ ] was 2.2 times higher and peak [CalCa 4 ] was 3.5 times higher at the strong input (medial pp) synapse than at the weak input (lateral pp) synapse (Fig.  3A) . With strong lateral pp activation the corresponding ratios of peak [Ca 2/ ] and peak ] at strong input synapses to weak input synapses were 2.7 and 4.8 (Fig. 3B) ]) in strong input path synapse divided by and distal two-thirds of the dendritic tree will maximize the peak ] in weak input path synapse is shown as a function of the ratio of the peak ] values between strong and weak number of synapses activated by the strong input. Input was 8 pulses deliv-input path synapses illustrated in Fig. 3 ? To address this, ered at 400 Hz.
the simulations above were repeated with R m values ranging from 100 to 10,000 V cm 2 . 2. Potentiation in this case was judged not specific. The
As shown in Fig. 4 , the largest ratios were found for translaminar interaction occurred because the large voltage R m Å 2,200 V cm 2 when 300 medial pp synapses and 1 change generated in the middle third of the dendritic tree lateral pp synapse were activated, and for R m Å 1,800 V decayed very little with distance as it spread distally. This cm 2 when 264 lateral pp synapses and 1 medial pp synapse was expected because the electrotonic distance between the were activated. The ratios tended to rise rapidly, plateau, two synapses was Ç0.2 and because of the sealed end boundand then fall rapidly as R m was increased. With very low ary condition at the distal terminals. Because the NMDA R m , shunting was too strong to allow much depolarization receptor channels at the lateral pp synapse saw almost the to occur, and consequently peak [Ca Interestingly, the maximum ratio of peak ] values input. In this case the voltages at the two synapses were in the two laminae depended strongly on the number of different, with the voltage being more depolarized at the action potentials generated by the strongly activated pathlateral pp synapse than at the medial pp synapse. The reason way. When the medial pp was strongly activated, the largest a difference was seen here and not for the reverse pairing ratio occurred for the minimum R m value that allowed two is that voltage attenuation is greater toward the soma than action potentials to be generated (Fig. 4 A) . When the lateral away from it. Despite the larger depolarization at the lateral pp was strongly activated, the maximum ratio occurred at a pp synapse, peak ] levels at medial and lateral pp point below the threshold for action potential generation synapses differed by at most 35% (Fig. 2) . (Fig. 4B ). This result implies that a strong medial, weak lateral pp input should generate one or two action potentials Reduction in R m (shunting inhibition) can give the spatial for potentiation to occur at activated medial pp synapses but convergence requirement not at lateral pp synapses. However, it is not necessary for spikes to be generated by strong lateral, weak medial pp The electrotonic distance between the medial and lateral pp synapses was small in the above simulations because R m input to get potentiation at activated lateral pp synapses but not at medial pp synapses. was 40,000 V cm 2 . If R m in the distal two-thirds of the dendritic tree were much smaller than 40,000 V cm 2 , then This dependence of the maximum ratio of peak ] values on the number of action potentials was obtained even the synapses might be separated far enough electrotonically from each other to give the spatial convergence requirement. as the number of active synapses in the strong pathway was varied (Fig. 5) . When the number of synapses activated in A smaller R m value could occur if the dendrites were subject to a shunting inhibition at the same time they received the the medial pp was reduced to 240, the largest ratio again occurred just after R m was increased to a level that caused excitatory input.
To test this, R m in the distal two-thirds of the dendritic two action potentials to be generated. However, the ratio was reduced to 2.9, reflecting the smaller number of activated tree and the soma was set to 1,600 V cm 2 . Simulations were then performed activating either 300 medial pp synapses and synapses (Fig. 5A) . When the number of synapses activated in the lateral pp was changed to 312 or 192, again the ratio 1 lateral pp synapse or 264 lateral pp synapses and 1 medial pp synapse eight times at 400 Hz.
peaked at an R m value that prevented action potential generation (Fig. 5B) . The ratio rose to 5.7 with 312 synapses and It was found that peak [Ca 2/ ] and peak ] were much higher in the strongly activated path synapse than in was 3.6 with 192 synapses. Note that as the number of excitatory synapses was increased, the maximum ratios were the weakly activated path synapse. With strong medial pp obtained for stronger inhibition, suggesting that the result is lateral pp synapse. Nevertheless, qualitatively it made little somewhat robust physiologically in that more excitation difference for the spatial convergence requirement whether would be accompanied by more inhibition.
or not R m was reduced at the soma as well as in the distal two-thirds of the dendritic tree. When R m was reduced in the soma and all dendrites, the Location of inhibition necessary for the spatial ratio of peak ] values increased to 5.9 for strong convergence requirement lateral pp input and decreased to 2.6 for strong medial pp input compared with the case with inhibition only in the In the above simulations R m was reduced only in the soma distal two-thirds of the dendritic tree and the soma. As exand in the distal two-thirds of the dendritic tree. To determine pected, the reduced R m in the proximal third of the dendritic whether other locations of shunting inhibition might be more tree had more of an effect on the medial pp input than on consistent with the spatial convergence requirement, the the lateral pp input. It would seem that this distribution of value of R m was changed 1) only in the distal two-thirds of shunting inhibition would not be consistent with the spatial the dendritic tree, 2) in the whole dendritic tree and the convergence requirement, although it would be an effective soma, 3) only in the middle third of the dendritic tree (region distribution to limit potentiation to lateral pp synapses folof medial pp input), or 4) only in the distal third of the lowing strong lateral pp input. dendritic tree (region of lateral pp input).
When reduced R m or shunting inhibition was restricted to When R m was changed only in the distal two-thirds of the the middle third or to the distal third of the dendritic tree, dendritic tree and not at the soma, the ratio of peak [Calresults were not consistent with the spatial convergence reCa 4 ] values was larger when the medial pp was the strong quirement. With reduced R m in the distal third of the deninput path and smaller when the lateral pp was the strong dritic tree, the ratio of peak ] values was large for input path compared with the case when inhibition was also strong medial pp input but small for strong lateral pp input. included at the soma. For example, the ratios of 3.5 and 4.8
With reduced R m in the middle third of the dendritic tree, shown in Fig. 3 became 3.9 (Fig. 6A ) and 4.5 (Fig. 6B) the ratio of peak ] values was large with strong when the reduced R m was 1,600 V cm 2 . As one might expect, lateral pp input (but only for small R m values) and close to the value of R m at the soma had more of an effect on [CalCa 4 ] in the medial pp synapse than in the more remote 1.0 with strong medial pp input (Fig. 6 ). lateral pp input than for strong medial pp input. To determine whether the strength of inhibition needed to get a quantitatively symmetrical spatial convergence requirement should be stronger, the same, or weaker in the middle third of the dendritic tree than in the distal third of the dendritic tree, simulations were performed with different R m values in the two regions.
The simulation results predict that inhibition should be stronger in the distal third of the dendritic tree than in the middle third if the spatial convergence requirement is symmetrical. When R m was lower in the middle third of the dendritic tree than in the distal third, there were larger differences in the ratios of peak ] values with strong medial and strong lateral pp input than when R m was the same in the two regions (Fig. 7) . When R m was lower in the distal third than in the middle third of the dendritic tree, the differences in the ratios became smaller. Because ratios become larger with a larger number of activated synapses, another way to make differences between the ratios for strong medial and strong lateral pp input smaller would be to increase the number of activated medial pp synapses and/ or decrease the number of activated lateral pp synapses in the comparison. However, we already consider more activated Taken together, these results suggest that pp input would have to activate inhibition in both the middle and distal thirds of the dendritic tree, regardless of whether it is medial or lateral pp input, if shunting inhibition is responsible for the spatial convergence requirement in these cells. The possibility that medial pp input activates inhibition only in the distal third and that lateral pp input activates inhibition only in the middle third of the dendritic tree is also consistent with the spatial convergence requirement, but such an anatomic arrangement seems unlikely.
Strength of inhibition in the middle and distal thirds of the dendritic tree
Although the above results suggest that shunting inhibition with pp activation exists in the distal two-thirds of the dendritic tree, it is not clear whether the strength of inhibition is the same in the middle and distal thirds. To address this Symmetrical spatial convergence requires more inhibition in the distal third than in middle third of the dendritic tree. Ratio of peak [CalCa 4 ] at strong input path synapse to peak ] at weak input path synapse is shown as a function of number of synapses activated in strong input path. For ''more distal'' inhibition, R m was 2,200 V cm 2 in the middle third of the dendritic tree and soma, and 1,600 V cm 2 in the distal third. For ''more middle'' inhibition, R m was 1,600 V cm 2 in the middle third of the dendritic tree and soma, and 2,000 V cm 2 in the distal third. For ''same'' inhibition, R m was 2,000 V cm 2 in the soma and distal 2/3 of the dendritic tree. Top 3 lines: results with strong lateral (264 synapses) and weak medial (1 synapse) pp input. Bottom 3 lines: results with strong medial (300 synapses) and weak lateral (1 synapse) pp input. With a symmetrical spatial convergence requirement, lines for strong lateral and strong medial pp input should coincide. ] at strong input path synapse to peak pulse, 400 Hz stimulation of 264 lateral pp or 300 medial ] at weak input path synapse as a function of reduced R m for pp excitatory synapses should also activate inhibition comdifferent locations of reduced R m . R m was reduced either 1) only in the parable with 76-145 inhibitory synapses activated at 100 distal third of the dendritic tree, 2) only in the distal 2/3 of the dendritic Hz. The spatial distribution of these synapses should be 41-tree, 3) in the distal 2/3 and soma, 4) everywhere, or 5) only in the middle third of the dendritic tree. Spine R m was kept at 40,000 V cm 2 in all 82 in the distal third of the dendritic tree, 28-56 in the simulations. A: strong medial (300 synapses) and weak lateral (1 synapse) middle third, and 7 at the soma. When these inhibitory synapses were distributed over the pp input. cell in the model, there was considerable variation in the degree of match to the target R m on individual dendrites. medial pp synapses than lateral pp synapses in our simula-The addition of a single synapse could reduce the average tions.
R m from 2,200 to 1,600 V cm 2 , for example. Nevertheless, we distributed the synapses as best as we could to match the Quantifying the number of inhibitory synapses activated by strong pp input target R m for each dendritic segment. Because the inhibitory synapses may not all be activated at the same times, we divided the synapses randomly into four groups. Activation in each group was at 100 Hz, with the time of the first activation being either 2, 5, 7, or 10 ms after the start of the pp input. The group with activation beginning at 10 ms was activated additionally at 5 ms. The fact that target R m was not matched exactly on every dendrite made it difficult to determine an optimal number of inhibitory synapses and synapse distribution to maximize the spatial convergence requirement for the particular pair of excitatory synapses being studied. With 76 inhibitory synapses activated at 100 Hz in the model at times noted above, peak ] at the strongly activated path synapse was 3.4 times higher for strong medial pp input and 4.1 times higher for strong lateral pp input than at the weakly activated path synapse. In an attempt to equalize the ratios, an additional inhibitory synapse was added distal to the lateral pp synapse (Fig. 8A) . This made the ratio of peak ] values with strong medial pp input larger than that for strong lateral pp input (4.2 vs. 3.3). This additional synapse was moved along the dendrite proximally. When the additional inhibitory synapse was placed equally between the two observed locations, both ratios were increased, but the lack of symmetry was not improved (3.6 vs. 4.3). Only when the additional synapse was placed just proximal to the lateral pp synapse were the ratios close to equal (4.0 vs. 3.7) (Fig.  8B) . Because of the large effects adding individual inhibitory synapses had on peak ] and the [Cal-Ca 4 ] ratios, further tuning of the placement, activation frequency, and times of activation of inhibitory synapses to provide a more symmetrical spatial convergence requirement was not done. 
Quantifying inhibition duration and timing
were uniformly distributed in the distal third of the dendritic tree, 28 in the middle third, and 7 at the soma. Synapses were activated at 100 Hz, with
With the additional inhibitory synapse located as in Fig. equal numbers starting at 2, 5, 7, and 10 ms after start of excitatory input. 8B, the number of times each inhibitory input was activated Group activated at 100 Hz starting at 10 ms was activated additionally at at 100 Hz was varied to determine the minimum number 5 ms. With this inhibition, the spatial convergence requirement was not needed to preserve the spatial convergence requirement. symmetrical. A: 1 additional inhibitory synapse was added either at location It was found that the eight-pulse, 400 Hz tetanus to the A, B, or C. Additional inhibitory synapse placed at location C produced the most symmetrical spatial convergence requirement, as shown by ratios pp should cause inhibitory synapses to be activated at least of peak ] values given at each location for strong medial pp and four times each. Peak ] values and the ratios of strong lateral pp input. B: ] is shown at medial and lateral pp peak values between strong and weak input pathways were synapses (mpp and lpp, respectively) for strong medial, weak lateral or identical whether inhibitory synapses were activated 5 or 20 strong lateral, weak medial pp activation. The 1st designation is strong input path and the 2nd is synapse. For example, mpp-lpp means strongly times at 100 Hz. When the number of times inhibitory synactivated medial pp with ] plotted for lateral pp synapse. apses were activated was reduced to four, the peak [CalCa 4 ] values and the ratios were affected only marginally. However, substantial differences were found when inhibitory
The delay to the start of activation of inhibition was varied to determine how soon the inhibition had to be activated synapses were activated fewer than four times. In these cases the shunting effect of the inhibition was not complete (Fig. after the start of excitatory input to maintain the spatial convergence requirement. 9). When each inhibitory synapse was activated only twice and there was strong lateral pp input, the excitatory conducIt was found that most inhibitory synapses should be activated in the first 2-5 ms after the start of the pp input. In tance was able to depolarize the cell again within 10 ms of the last inhibitory input, and the cell fired two action poten-the baseline case, the first activation times of the four groups of inhibitory synapses were at 2, 5, 7, and 5 ms. When the tials (Fig. 9A) . Activating inhibitory synapses three times shunted much of the residual excitation (Fig. 9, A and B) , first activation time of the last group was changed to 0 ms, the peak ] values and the ratio of peak values bebut not enough to prevent the ratios of peak ] values between strong and weak input path synapses from being tween strong and weak input pathways were changed only slightly (Fig. 10) . When the first activation time of the last reduced to 3.5 and 3.0 from the 4.0 and 3.7 values found above.
group was changed to 10 ms, the ratio of the peak [Cal-J820-6 / 9k16$$jy10 08-05-97 13:23:28 neupa LP-Neurophys activation of a very powerful shunting inhibition could account for the spatial convergence requirement, we sought to quantify this inhibition. The experimental results of White et al. (1988 White et al. ( , 1990 ) demonstrated a symmetry in this requirement. Neither strong lateral pp input paired with weak medial pp input nor strong medial pp input paired with weak lateral pp input would allow associative LTP of the weak input path. By making use of this symmetrical relationship, we were able to quantify the inhibition activated with eightpulse, 400 Hz pp input. An important experimental constraint satisfied by the model was that cell firing is necessary to induce LTP of medial pp synapses with strong medial pp input, but cell firing is not necessary to induce LTP of lateral pp synapses with strong lateral pp input.
Numbers of inhibitory synapses activated by pp input
Anatomic data impose an upper limit on the number of inhibitory synapses on a dentate granule cell. Halasy and Somogyi (1993a) report that the number of GABA positive synapses constitutes Ç7.5% of the total number of synapses in the molecular layer. Fifková et al. (1994) report percentages of 3.7, 6.1, and 9.8% for the inner, middle, and distal thirds of the molecular layer in a population of ethanolsensitive mice. Assuming there are 4,000 synapses on a dentate granule cell, then these data suggest that Ç300 are inhibitory. This means that the middle and distal thirds of the FIG . 9. Inhibitory synapses should be activated ¢4 times at 100 Hz for shunting inhibition to be effective. Inhibitory synapses were activated either 2, 3, 4, 5, or 20 times at 100 Hz. A: voltage at lateral pp synapse with strong lateral, weak medial pp activation. The 2 late peaks when inhibitory synapses were activated only 2 times are due to action potential invasion of the distal dendrite. B: voltage at medial pp synapse with strong medial, weak lateral pp activation. The 2 peaks near 5 and 20 ms are due to action potential invasion of the dendrite.
Ca 4 ] values dropped to 3.6 and 3.5. If, in addition, the first activation time of the first group were changed to 12 ms, the ratio of peak values dropped further to 3.2 and 2.7, with the much lower ratio for strong lateral pp input caused by generation of an action potential, which increased peak [CalCa 4 ] at the medial pp synapse. Further delays increased peak ] values and reduced the differences found at strongly and weakly activated path synapses until the differences resembled those in Fig. 2 when there was no inhibition.
D I S C U S S I O N
Our initial goal was to determine the basis of the spatial convergence requirement for associative LTP, i.e., why coactivation of a strong ipsilateral pp input with a weak contralateral pp input will not induce associative LTP in the weak input path unless both inputs project to the same dendritic domain. Our previous dentate granule cell model (Holmes and Levy 1990a) did not include inhibition and was not consistent with this requirement. Our early attempts to explain the spatial convergence requirement with shunting in- inhibition meant quantitatively. Once it was determined that J820-6 / 9k16$$jy10 08-05-97 13:23:28 neupa LP-Neurophys dendritic tree will have Ç80-120 inhibitory synapses each. thirds of the dendritic tree. Anatomic studies suggest that Consequently, our results suggest that strong pp stimulation the interneurons needed to provide this inhibition are pres-(8 pulses at 400 Hz) will activate 20-50% of the inhibitory ent in the dentate. Interneurons having their dendrites and synapses in the distal two-thirds of the dendritic tree de-axons in the outer two-thirds of the molecular layer have pending on the frequency of inhibitory synapse activation. been described ( Buckmaster and Schwartzkroin 1995; HaAlthough this implies that a very large percentage of the lasy and Somogyi 1993b; Han et al. 1993 ; Soriano and inhibitory synapses in the cell is activated, this is not unrea-Frotscher 1993 ) , and there is evidence that pp fibers form sonable because inhibition in the dentate has been reported contacts on interneurons ( Zipp et al. 1989 ) . The axonal previously to be quite powerful. Staley and Mody (1992) arborizations of some of these interneurons have been report a 5:1 ratio of GABAergic conductance to glutamaner-found to extend up to half of the total septotemporal length gic conductance in dentate granule cells following pp stimu-of the hippocampus ( Buckmaster and Schwartzkroin 1995; lation. It is difficult to compare this ratio directly with the Struble et al. 1978 ) , suggesting that pp input might cause model because of the different stimulation conditions, but these cells to inhibit large parts of the dentate. In the model, given the 5-to 10-fold larger peak GABA A conductance inhibition at the soma was not essential for the spatial conthan peak a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropio-vergence requirement, although such inhibition may occur nic acid (AMPA) conductance in the model, together with with pp input. The role of somatic inhibition was to delay the longer GABA A conductance duration and the smaller or suppress action potential generation and shift slightly number of GABAergic synapses activated, then the inhibi-the amount of inhibition required to satisfy the spatial contion is of similar magnitude. The results given here also vergence requirement. show that more inhibition is activated as the strength of the The firing patterns of inhibitory interneurons during an pp activation is increased, as one might expect.
LTP-inducing stimulus are not known, but the model reFurthermore, the amount of inhibition predicted by the quires that interneurons fire in response to pp input even model is consistent with LTP induction threshold parame-when the granule cells do not. Dentate hilar cells with ters. LTP can be induced in the lateral pp with stimuli that dendrites in the molecular layer have been shown to have are below the threshold for generation of a population spike a lower threshold for activation by pp input than granule as observed extracellularly. LTP in the medial pp requires cells ( Scharfman 1991 ) , and it seems likely that this would a stimulus just above that which generates a population be true for most interneurons because of their smaller size spike. The strength of inhibition suggested by the model and larger input resistance. The model also requires that prevents a strong lateral pp input from causing an action interneurons be able to fire at high frequencies in response potential in the cell, but allows a strong medial pp input to pp input. Scharfman and Schwartzkroin ( 1990 ) report to generate one to two action potentials. Action potential that interneurons are able to fire at up to 1,000 Hz when generation provided a significant boost to calcium influx at stimulated at such a frequency, and the majority of intermedial pp synapses in the model even though dendrites in neurons does not show firing attenuation ( Scharfman et al. the distal two-thirds of the dendritic tree were passive. If 1990 ) . lateral pp input were of sufficient strength to cause an action For effective shunting to take place, the model suggests potential, the spatial convergence requirement would not be that an eight-pulse, 400 Hz tetanus should cause inhibitory satisfied because of increased calcium influx at the medial synapses to be activated four or more times. This does not pp synapse. The boost in depolarization at lateral pp synapses seem to be an unreasonable number given the high excitabilfollowing an action potential is much smaller and has much ity of interneurons noted above. Effective shunting also reless of an effect on calcium influx there.
quires that the inhibition be activated within the first 5 ms after the pp synapses are activated. If fast-activated voltageSource of the inhibition dependent sodium or calcium channels are present on these dendrites, then the delay to first activation may have to be The model suggests that the source of the inhibition should shorter than found here. be interneurons rather than direct connections of pp axons.
Alternatively, some of the required inhibition could come Anatomic studies show that there is direct inhibitory input from tonic release of GABA by interneurons forming synto the dentate via the pp (Germroth et al. 1989 ), but the apses in the distal two-thirds of the dendritic tree. pp activanumber of connections is small and they are made mostly tion would still have to increase the frequency of this tonic to the outer third of the dendritic tree. Results of the model release according to the strength of the stimulus. This persisare consistent with these data. The model results argue tent shunting inhibition would eliminate the need for precise strongly against direct inhibitory connections in the medial timing of the activation of inhibition relative to the excitapp because strong activation of the medial pp would then tion. For this mechanism to work, interneurons forming synactivate more inhibition in the middle third of the dendritic apses in the inner third of the dendritic tree should not release tree than in the distal third, and this would be inconsistent GABA tonically because this would not be consistent with with the spatial convergence requirement. Conversely, direct the spatial convergence requirement. Because different interinhibition in the lateral pp would not contradict the spatial neurons form synapses in the inner third of the dendritic tree convergence requirement as long as the inhibition is weak than in the outer two-thirds, this remains a possibility. Taken compared with that from interneurons.
together with the reports mentioned above, the source of For interneurons to be the source of this strong inhibition, inhibition required by the model is likely to be present in interneurons must receive contacts from pp axons and have their axons terminating on granule cells in the distal two-the dentate. 
